
DELIVERABLES WEBSITEVISUAL SYSTEM PACKAGING (NOW BOOK) USER TESTING

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

MODULE 4

MODULE 5

MODULE 6

MODULE 7

MODULE 8

MODULE 9

MODULE 10

MODULE 11

MODULE 12

MODULE 13

MODULE 14

MODULE 15

Present current visual system to Thesis 
II instructor

Concluded current logo does not 
work, begin sketches for new logo

Finalize the typeface, type hierarchy, 
and color system

Present final solutions, present current 
photos/illustrations for feedback

Photoshoot | Finalize any photo 
and/or graphic style

Finalize any icons and/or illustration 
style

Finalize the Visual System including all associated elements 
(photographic style, graphic/illustration style, colors and 
typefaces.)

Photoshoot | Visual System Final Due

Begin the brainstorming and 
researching wireframes

Begin wireframe sketches for the 
website

Explore & do computer drafts for the 
various possible wireframes

Determine the wireframe and the 
amount of pages needed

Implement the final visual system to 
the website drafts

Begin writing up content for each 
page, explore layouts

Research social media content 
uploads & finalize photoshoots

Create Homepage Parallax, 
Members, Store, and Portal (8 PGS)

Create secondary pages for  
Members, Store, and Portal (11 PGS)

Create tertiary pages for  
Members, Store, and Portal

Continue refining pages, make sure 
mobile version works as well

Continue refining pages, make sure 
mobile version works as well

Finalize pages and upload properly

Work on Promo Video

Submit Final PDF

Contact illustrator, determine what 
quantity and style for each week

Begin presenting sketches for each 
template (newborn boy)

Present sketches for newborn girl

Sketches of elementary boy, TBD 
inappropriate for audience

Computer draft the various 
packaging possibilities

Continue refining packaging options, 
changed from box to bag

Finalize packaging shape & style, 
research prototyping options

CHANGED FROM PACKAGING TO 
BOOK

Research potential user testing 
methods, assemble groups

Create questionnaires for 
participants

AUDIENCE CHANGED, CONTACTED 
ONLINE DIRECTOR & TEACHER

Confirm user testing research 
method | CONTRACT ALTERED

Prototype 

Secure Test Subject

Brief participants on purpose/goal

Begin user testing

Continue user testing

MET WITH ONLINE DIRECTOR



DELIVERABLES WEBSITEFINAL THESIS ITEMS BOOK USER TESTING

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

MODULE 4

MODULE 5

MODULE 6

MODULE 7

MODULE 8

MODULE 9

MODULE 10

MODULE 11

MODULE 12

MODULE 13

MODULE 14

MODULE 15

Final Presentation instructions will be provided, if you are 
presenting then your instructor will assist you to put this 
together. If not, you will be able to download a handout.

Finalize Visual System Guidelines, 
user testing, seven process entries

Finalize content for Final Thesis video

Take a photoshoot of all deliverables

Add slides into layout, send process 
book to print

Add audio and finalize content

Final Video, PPT presentation, Proccess Book, Visual System 
Guidelines may be due as early as this module if this is your 
final semester at AAU. Plan accordingly.

Reviews happens this week, contact 
the grad school for details

Contact the grad school to arrange 
your presentation time

Update contract, materials matrix, 
and timeline with changes

Create user journey video for 
personal portal page

Work with Invision to fix alignment 
issues on parallax pages

Update pages from feedback

Update pages from feedback

Update pages from feedback

Proofread pages from feedback

Finalize website and mobile site

Deliverable complete

Present sketches for journal pages for 
Activity 1, 2 & 3

Computer drafts of journal pages for 
Activity 1, 2 & 3

Present sketches for journal pages for 
Activity 4, 5 

Computer drafts of journal pages for 
Activity 4, 5 

Modify each activity for Infant & 
Preschool book

Modify each activity for Elementary 
& Adolescent book

Continue refining book pages

Refine based back on user testing

Obtain final materials and begin 
creating JourneyBook

Print hardcopy for book

Deliverable complete

Research potential user testing 
methods, assemble participant groups

Confirm user testing research method. Secure 
participants. User testing can commence when you 
are ready

User testing of final deliverables must 
be complete by this module

EMAILED ONSITE DIRECTOR 
REGARDING CONTRACT CHANGE

DIRECTOR APPROVED CONTRACT 
CHANGES ON JOURNEYBOOK

JourneyBook testing determined 
modular binder is better fitted


